
MNEMONIC METHOD

Spanish word examples from the comic

SPANISH WORD PICTURE ENGLISH WORD

ojo eye

SPANISH WORD PICTURE ENGLISH WORD

iglesia church



MNEMONIC METHOD
Spanish animal words

SPANISH WORD PICTURE ENGLISH WORD

cabra goat

gato cat

mosca fly



MNEMONIC METHOD
Spanish house words

SPANISH WORD PICTURE ENGLISH WORD

casa house

ventana window

vaso glass



MNEMONIC METHOD
extra Spanish words

SPANISH WORD PICTURE ENGLISH WORD

beber to drink

cola tail

cola
line

(standing in line)



MNEMONIC METHOD
exercise hints

Important: These hints are meant as an aid for the teacher, so that they can help

children who struggle with the exercise. They are not an answer sheet. Any

drawing that a child comes up with by themselves that helps them, as an

individual, remember the connection between the two words is good.

Spanish animal words Drawing idea

1. cabra means goat, but sounds like cobra
2. gato means cat, but sounds like gate or

gator
3. mosca means fly, but sounds like

Moscow or mosque or mocha

1. a combination of a goat and a snake
2. a cat sitting under a gate; a

combination of a cat and an alligator
3. a fly flying around a Russian building

or a mosque; a fly in or on top of a
cup of coffee

Spanish house words Drawing idea

1. casa means house, but sounds like case,
like in bookcase or suitcase

2. ventana means window, but sounds like
vent

3. vaso means glass, but sounds like vase

1. a house inside of a suitcase or
bookcase

2. a window with a vent

3. a glass used as a vase, with flowers
sticking out of it

Extra Spanish words Drawing idea

1. beber means to drink, but sounds like
baby or Bieber

2. cola means tail, but sounds like
Coca-Cola

3. cola means line, but sounds like
Coca-Cola

1. a baby or Justin Bieber drinking
something

2. a Coca-cola bottle with a tail

3. a line/queue of Coca-cola bottles



MNEMONIC METHOD

…………………………………………………………………...

PICTURE



LOCI METHOD

example from the comic

LOCATION GROCERIES COMBINATION

toilet bananas

sink milk

closet spaghetti

bed cheese



LOCI METHOD
bedtime routine / spots in your room (3)

GROCERIES:

rice / orange / pizza

LOCATION GROCERIES COMBINATION



LOCI METHOD
bedtime routine / spots in your room (5)

GROCERIES:

peanut butter / soup / rice / orange / pizza

LOCATION GROCERIES COMBINATION



LOCI METHOD
places on your body - experiment

-------------------------------------------------------------------

GROUP 1
GROCERIES
pineapple
carrots
cereal
juice
watermelon
teal
chocolate

-------------------------------------------------------------------

GROUP 2
imagine you have…

hair like the spiky top of a pineapple

carrots sticking out of your nose
a mouth full of cereal
a juice box balancing on your shoulder

a big, round watermelon belly

a cup of tea in your lap

dirty feet from chocolate



LOCI METHOD
places on your body

ITEMS: keys, remote,   light bulb,   piano, book,   broom,   tin can,   Lego



LOCI METHOD
rooms in your house

ROOM ANIMAL DOING WHAT?



PRACTICE TESTING METHOD
example topics

Spanish words

● iglesia church
● ojo eye
● casa house
● horno oven
● vaso glass
● etc.

Synonyms

● big large
● little small
● smart clever
● kind friendly
● hard difficult
● etc.

Tables of multiplication

● 1 x 7 7
● 2 x 7 14
● 3 x 7 21
● 4 x 7 28
● 5 x 7 35
● etc.

Percentages and fractions

● 10 % 1 / 10
● 20 % 1 / 5
● 25 % 1 / 4
● 50 % 1 / 2

● 75 % 3 / 4
● etc.

Countries and their capital cities

● United Kingdom London
● The Netherlands

Amsterdam
● Belgium Brussels
● France Paris
● Germany Berlin
● etc.

Countries and their continent

● Italy Europe
● India Asia
● Brazil South-America
● Canada North-America
● Australia Australia
● etc.

Important periods in history

● 500 - 1500 Middle Ages
● 1760 - 1830 Industrial

Revolution
● 1789 - 1799 French

revolution
● 1914 - 1918 World War 1
● 1939 - 1945 World War 2
● etc.



Alternatives for the house locations:


